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Abstract: Integrating the theory of the Sinification of Marxism into ideological and political education in universities is the key 
to cultivating the correct ideological quality of college students and establishing a correct world outlook, outlook on life, and 
values. However, in the work of ideological and political education in universities, there is still the problem of integrating it 
with the idea of Sinicizing Marxism. From the perspective of combining the Sinification of Marxism with the ideological and 
political education of universities, and in combination with the national conditions of our country, this article explores how to 
integrate the idea of Sinicizing Marxism into the ideological and political education of universities. 
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Introduction
The theoretical achievement of the Sinification of Marxism is an effective, scientific and vital theoretical system for all 

kinds of problems in China's social development. Today, under the influence of different values and ideas, the ideological 
achievements of Sinification of Marxism are of great practical significance to the ideological and political education of contem-
porary college students. 

1. The Scientific connotation and theoretical achievements of the Sinification 
of Marxism

At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, the country and the nation were at a critical juncture 
of life and death. On the basis of examining the domestic situation, the older generation of revolutionaries creatively put for-
ward the theory of new democratic revolution and led the Chinese people to achieve national and national independence. In the 
practice of leading socialist construction, they have made a series of innovations in all aspects of China's modernization con-
struction. this is the first time that China has localized Marxism and established its own ideological system in China. it provides 
the basis and conditions for the study of Marxism in China in the future. The theoretical system of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics is born under the historical theme of peace and development. 

The collective leadership before and after reform and opening up firmly grasped the fundamental principles of Marxism, 
stressed the need to unswervingly follow the road of seeking truth from facts, and regarded reform and opening up as an impor-
tant starting point for China's modernization drive. Since then, under the severe and complex international and domestic situ-
ation, China has always adhered to the belief of Marxism and put forward the "three represents" on the basis of the theories of 
its predecessors, which has enriched and developed the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics. 

Entering the new millennium, China has initiated a new journey of building a well-off society in an all-round way, estab-
lishing the guiding ideology of people-oriented, ensuring and improving people's livelihood, promoting sustainable develop-
ment, the construction of ecological civilization, and building a socialist harmonious society, forming a scientific concept of 
development. 

Since socialism with Chinese characteristics entered a new era, based on the new historical position and the development 
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of the international community, China has put forward Chinese Dream with Chinese characteristics, the "four comprehensive" 
development layout, and the "Belt and Road Initiative" proposal. Community with a shared future for mankind, these new 
ideas have not only promoted the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics, but also from the perspective of all 
mankind. A new Chinese wisdom and Chinese solution have been explored to solve this problem. 

2. The theoretical significance of the Sinification of Marxism
2.1 The basis for the cultivation of Youth's sense of Social responsibility in the new era

After the reform and opening up, the country pays more and more attention to the cultivation of talents while realizing 
peace and development. Comrade Deng Xiaoping stressed that "intellectuals are members of the people and should contribute 
to the socialist society" and put forward the important proposition that "science and technology is the primary productive force. 
" After entering the 1990s, facing the increasingly severe pressure of social competition, China has successively issued the poli-
cies of "rejuvenating the country through science and education" and "sustainable development". In the course of one hundred 
years of development, from the perspective of young students, the core of ideological and political education for contemporary 
young people with Marxist Sinification theory is to cultivate their sense of social responsibility. It is necessary to establish a 
correct concept of development in the hearts of students, take the great rejuvenation of the nation as their mission, use what 
they have learned to improve themselves, and contribute to the cause of China's modernization, so as to realize their own life 
value. 

2.2 The ideological source of upholding ideals and beliefs in the new era
The Marxist mass viewpoint runs through the starting point to the end of the theory and practice of Marxism in China. It 

is an important driving force to promote the rich connotation and further development of the theoretical achievements of Marx-
ism in China. Mao Zedong thought is the first major theoretical achievement formed by the first historical leap in the history of 
Sinification of Marxism, and it is also the theoretical source for China to carry out its independent historical mission. Mao Ze-
dong thought gathers the collective wisdom of the Chinese Communists and leads the Chinese people to gradually realize that 
the people are the masters of the country. In the 1990s, under the specific circumstances of the complex international situation, 
Deng Xiaoping put forward that Marxism still has important guiding significance in theory, and socialism has strong justice and 
vitality. Deng Xiaoping's reform thought was formed on the basis of the national conditions at the beginning of the new period 
and adapted to the needs of reform and development at that time. Deng Xiaoping Theory based on the times not only promoted 
the development of economy, culture and education, but also inspired young reserve talents to move forward. 

Today, the thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era plays a very important role in guiding the 
broad masses of young students to establish correct ideals and beliefs. Many of the General Secretary's series of important 
speeches are aimed at young students in China. this series of speeches have grasped the development situation of the coun-
try and entrusted social responsibility to young people, so that while they are studying, they also understand their own social 
responsibilities and historical tasks, and enhance their confidence and determination to establish lofty ideals and beliefs. The 
General Secretary said: "only by putting enough effort into establishing a solid foundation can we have strong immunity and 
resistance. " The theoretical spirit contained in the theoretical achievements of the Sinification of Marxism is the root of young 
students' firm ideals and beliefs. Contemporary China must strengthen its ideals and beliefs if it wants to adhere to and develop 
socialism with Chinese characteristics. When studying the theoretical achievements of Marxist Sinification, young college stu-
dents should profoundly understand the formation, development and ideological connotation of the theoretical achievements of 
Marxist Sinification, deeply understand and understand the purpose of the Party, and turn it into heart and action. 

2.3 The guiding Theory for students to form a scientific way of thinking
The most fundamental world outlook and methodology of Marxism are historical materialism and dialectical material-

ism. The theoretical achievements of Sinification of Marxism inherit the most fundamental world outlook and methodology of 
Marxism. By using the theoretical achievements of Sinification of Marxism, we can cultivate college students' scientific way 
of thinking and understand and solve problems in a more scientific and comprehensive way. In fact, the hundred-year history 
of Sinification of Marxism has always adhered to the basic principle of taking history as a mirror and seeking truth from facts, 
devoted itself to solving China's practical problems, and not only created advanced theoretical achievements. moreover, it has 
also witnessed the glorious course of the party's understanding of the world, changing the world, promoting the deepening 
of reform, and constantly moving towards success. Based on the scientific world outlook and methodology, the Sinification 
of Marxism, standing on the long river of history, summed up the law of development of our country from the period of the 
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new democratic revolution to the period of society with Chinese characteristics in the new era with historical vision and great 
wisdom. and solved a series of problems in China's development. Since entering the new era, as the second theoretical achieve-
ment of the Sinification of Marxism, the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics conforms to the develop-
ment situation at home and abroad, keeps pace with the times, and adheres to dialectical materialism and historical materialism. 
it points out the direction for China's future development. 

3. The Strategy of integrating the theoretical achievements of Marxism with 
Sinification into the work of ideological and political Education in Universities
3.1 Attaching importance to students' subjectivity and improve teaching effect

On the basis of implementing the basic task of establishing morality and cultivating people, the education of ideals and 
beliefs for young college students should be emphasized from the content of ideological and political education. Starting from 
the specific period of the emergence of Mao Zedong thought and the theory of socialism with Chinese characteristics, it lays a 
solid foundation for the broad masses of young students to deeply understand their connotation, with emphasis on the original 
intention of seeking happiness for the people and national rejuvenation. Make young students realize their social responsibility 
and mission, establish the concept that individuals and the country share weal and woe, and pay close attention to the develop-
ment and revitalization of the country and the nation. Make due contributions to the country while promoting personal develop-
ment. From the perspective of young people's group characteristics and individual development, ideological and political edu-
cation should not only follow the traditional teaching methods, but also conform to the thinking mode of contemporary youth. 
Make full use of the methods of network and practice, break the traditional classroom teaching model, take theory as the basis, 
create an atmosphere of theoretical education in an all-round way, and guide students to accept it actively rather than passively, 
so as to realize the sublimation of thought. fully integrate the value of life and ideals and beliefs into the great revival of the 
motherland, truly apply what we have learned, and combine theory with practice. 

3.2 Using the Internet to carry out ideological and political Education and promote the 
spread of mainstream ideas

It is an inevitable trend to combine the theoretical achievements of Sinification of Marxism with ideological and political 
education. With the increasingly mature and widely used Internet technology today, the theoretical achievements of Marxist 
Sinification will be more deeply integrated into the work of ideological and political education. On the one hand, in the Internet 
era, the theoretical achievements of the Sinification of Marxism must also stand on the "commanding heights". By learning 
the rational and scientific characteristics, students can understand the essence and superiority of the Sinification of Marxism, 
so as to resist the western capitalist trend of thought, prevent the bad ideological influence, and ensure the steady progress of 
ideological and political education. On the other hand, the General Secretary pointed out, "Information technology has brought 
unprecedented development opportunities to China, and every industry should seize this opportunity. " There is no doubt that 
Information technology also brings unprecedented opportunities to ideological and political teaching. Universities should give 
full play to their own advantages, make use of the convenience of the Internet, introduce new teaching models for ideological 
and political teaching, strengthen the transmission of knowledge, and help students establish correct ideas. 

3.3 Enriching the ideological and political courses, and cultivate students' scientific think-
ing ability

At present, the ideological and political courses in universities should focus on the theme of new age education and enrich 
the classroom with this theme. The theoretical achievements of Sinification of Marxism have a scientific theoretical system 
and logical evolution process, and the philosophical thoughts and methods of dialectical materialism and historical materialism 
contained therein are the scientific methods to guide college students' thinking and practice. Therefore, in classroom teaching, 
attention should be paid to training them to learn a scientific way of thinking from these theoretical achievements. And better 
interpret the scientific and advanced nature of these theoretical results. 

3.4 Creating a harmonious and friendly campus atmosphere
A harmonious campus atmosphere is conducive to students to play a positive psychological implication function, so that 

they are more willing to integrate into the school, take the initiative to communicate with others, so as to better adapt to school 
life. In addition, creating a harmonious and friendly campus atmosphere can also cultivate college students' good interpersonal 
psychology. Therefore, in the ideological and political education in colleges and universities, the relevant educators must es-
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tablish a good communication mechanism with students, timely understand the psychological state of students, and guide their 
value. For example, teachers can communicate with students through WeChat groups, e-mails, Tencent meetings and other 
online platforms to let students express their feelings and vent their emotions. In addition, through the information platform, 
college students and teachers can also communicate through the network to improve students' communication skills, so that 
students can feel a good campus environment in the process of learning. thus it provides a favorable environment for realizing 
the organic combination of the theoretical achievements of Marxism in China and the ideological and political teaching in uni-
versities. 

3.5 Building a team of first-class teachers and carry forward the theoretical achievements 
of Marxism in China

The task of ideological and political teaching is rich and of great significance, and it needs a team of high-quality teachers. 
In the current ideological and political education in colleges and universities, teachers with good teaching quality should be se-
lected for teaching research. First, we must have excellent ability to transform theoretical thinking and have a deep understand-
ing of Marxist theoretical knowledge. Second, it is necessary to establish a correct political belief and the educational thought 
of people-oriented and people-oriented. In daily teaching and life, we can integrate the theoretical achievements of Sinification 
of Marxism into real life, and explain the specific application of Marxism according to the development trend of the times, so 
as to make students understand the profound connotation of Sinification of Marxism. 

4. Conclusion
In a word, the theoretical achievements of the Sinification of Marxism have been formed in different historical back-

grounds and different stages of development, and their emphasis is also different, but they are all based on the basic principles 
and methods of Marxism. And they all have strong national characteristics and the characteristics of the times. For this reason, 
we must fully understand and grasp the connotation and value of the times of the theoretical achievements of Marxist Sinifica-
tion, meet the needs of the development of the information age, give full play to its functions of the times, and inject new vital-
ity into the work of establishing morality and cultivating people in the new era. 
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